
UHS & Burnishing Pads

Ultra High Speed and Burnishing Pads are built to withstand speeds up 3000 RPM.  These pads are

designed to provide a high gloss shine while standing up to excessive heat.  Natural Hair UHS & Burnishing

Pads provide the ultimate "wet look" shine.

Conventional Pads

Conventional Floor Pads are ideal for general buffing, cleaning and polishing. 

Depending on the application, these polyester pads use varying amounts of

abrasive grains to achieve maximum product performance.  These pads operate

best at speeds up to 800 RPM.

Stripping Pads

Long-lasting Stripping Pads  offer the highest

abrasive content and the best tear resistance of any

pad in the line.  Depending on the "grit" of a

Stripping Pad, special resins and adhesives may be

used in production to ensure consistently tough,

durable pads.  Ideal for removing wax build-up and dirt, their "open-weave" construction allows cleaning solutions to flow freely through

the depth of the pads without loading.

Octagon Floor Pads

ACS' Scrubble® Products division introduces a new line of patent pending, high efficiency octagon floor

maintenance pads.  These pads are cut so that you can utilize 8 leading edges to your advantage vs. the

single radius of a round pad.  Octagon floor pads provide a deep scrub, fast strip and high shine.  The

effective performance achieved and economical value is worth the try.  The proof is in the performance. 

Octagon floor pads are available from ACS' Scrubble® Products division in all standard types and sizes.

Rectangular Pads

The ACS Scrubble® Line of Rectangular Floor Pads is designed for use with all Clarke® Boost™ Orbital

Floor Machines.  These pads are built to perform at a high level when used with the orbital action of these

machines.

Rectangular floor pads are available in White for Polishing, Red for Buffing, Blue for Cleaning, Green for

Scrubbing and Black for Stripping.  Also available in the Thin Maroon for surface conditioning / stripping

work.

To compliment the Rectangular Pad Line, ACS' Scrubble® Products division also offers Sand Screens in 60 through 120 grit.

All of these Rectangular products are available in the 3 most popular sizes; 14" x 20", 14" x 28" and 14" x 32".  Other sizes and types can

be made available on a special order basis.

Wood Floor Pads

Thin-line Wood Floor Pads are the professionals' choice for wood floor conditioning and are optimal for

smoothing, cleaning and between-coats finishing of wood floors.  Thin-line pads have a nominal 3/8"

thickness.

Steel Wool Pads

Manufactured from premium-grade wool wire, Steel Wool Pads will provide ultra-high shine on all smooth

stone floor surfaces while standing up to the heat generated by those applications.  With different styles

availible, Steel Wool Pads work well for many applications.



Utility Pads & Holders

Utility Pads & Holders are a necessary addition to any floor cleaning arsenal.  Able to reach into the small

spaces and hard to reach areas that rotary floor pads miss, rectangular Utility Pads mounted on 180° Swivel

Holders offer the same high-quality cleaning and finishing materials as our standard size floor pads.
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